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P0232, Fuel Pump Secondary Circuit HIGH Jeff Campbell-
07/11/2017 | 09:38:26

 

ALLDATA Diagnostic Bulletin

Fuel Pump Secondary Circuit HIGHP0232: 

1996-2008 Ranger 3.0L; 1999-2011 Ranger 4.0LRelated Vehicles: 

Notes/Hints:

This circuit is of the "Pull-Up" type voltage inside the PCM, and will go HIGH
if/when the key is ON, and the fuel pump is commanded OFF and the fuel
pump circuit loses it's path to ground through the pump.
A short to power will also cause this DTC to set.
If you have a "crank, no start" condition, check the IFS switch first to see if
it has been tripped.
Intermittent issues are very common and are most often caused by wiring
and or connector problems such as corrosion.
The fuel pump relay is located in the under-hood fuse box.

Preliminary Tasks:

Check for any applicable TSBs
Review available vehicle history.
Review wiring diagrams and connector views for your specific application.
Follow all manufacturer safety precautions and warnings.

1. Clear P0232, turn the key OFF and remove the fuel pump relay fuse, then turn
the key ON and retrieve any DTCs.

--> If P0232 presents itself again, proceed to step 2
--> If P0232 does NOT appear again, proceed to step 3

2. Key OFF, reinstall the fuel pump relay fuse and remove the fuel pump relay,
KOEO and retrieve DTCs.

--> If P0232 does NOT present itself replace the fuel pump relay and recheck the
system.
--> If P0232 presents itself again, proceed to the next step.

3. Using diagrams specific to your application, reinstall any fuses removed, then
check the fuel pump monitor and fuel pump feed circuits for a short to POWER.

Diagnosis:

2004 Ford Truck Ranger 2WD
V6-3.0L VIN U
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--> If any faults or shorts are found, remedy as necessary and recheck.
--> If NO faults or shorts are found, suspect an intermittent issue or a faulty PCM.

Mileage Symptoms Test Performed

None Indicated

MIL/Warning
Indicator Lamp On

Cranks Does Not
Start

None Indicated

Systems DTC Codes Keywords
Computers and
Control Systems

P0232 None Indicated

Comment(0)

3 Repair(s) Available

Verified Repair(1) TECH-ASSIST
09/05/2019 |
08:19:54

CKP Sensor

Comment(1)

We had a 2000 Ranger 4.0L that was a "Crank, no
start".

The fuel pump had recently been replaced.

We had P0232 stored and no power to the fuel pump.

We could jump power to the fuel pump and it ran but
the truck still would not start.

We had no RPM signal while cranking so we back-
probed the CKP sensor wiring with a DVOM set to A/C
volts and cranked engine over. No voltage reading. We
disconnected the CKP and measured volts on both
wires - 1.5v on both. Inspected and found the crank
sensor against the tone wheel and damaged.

Replaced the CKP sensor and the truck starts and runs
- fixed.

Jeff Campbell
09/05/2019 |
08:26:52
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Verified Repair(1) Jeff Campbell-
07/11/2017 |
09:39:14

Fuel Pump Relay

Comment(1)

2006 Ranger 4WD, 4.0l V6, 100k miles. Customer
complained of intermittent stalling "like turning the key
off, no stumbling or running rough." Tech inspected,
found a P0232 pending. Inspected, found the fuel
pump relay faulty. Replaced the fuel pump relay,
cleared the code and road tested to verify. Fixed!

TECH-ASSIST
05/31/2019 |
07:51:05

Verified Repair(1) Jeff Campbell-
07/11/2017 |
09:38:59

Fuel Pump Secondary Circuits Shorted to Voltage

Comment(1)

2011 Ford Truck Ranger 4WD V6-4.0L 
100k Miles
P0232, Cranks No Start, No Fuel Pressure
Intermittent power on the fuel pump supply circuit
VT/WHT wire. 
C312 connector by the left side of the transmission
was full of corrosion from road salt and mud. 
Repaired connector.
Now the engine starts and runs normally and the code
does not reset.

OBD3 ALLDATA
06/06/2019 |
05:30:43


